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ABSTRACT: Macrocyclic hosts have long been the workhorses of
molecular recognition. Despite the widespread use of container-
shaped molecules as synthetic receptors, an efficient preparation of
cavitands bearing multiple functional groups has not been realized.
This Letter describes a new cavitand derived from a sequence-
defined oligoamide foldamer scaffold. A solid-phase synthesis
approach is reported, which enables the display of multiple
chemically diverse functional groups on the cavitand rim.

Nature uses cyclic molecular scaffolds for the recognition
of ions, small molecules, and extended macromolecular

surfaces.1−3 Likewise, synthetic macrocycles have been
designed with selective molecular recognition functions for
applications in biomedicine, materials, sensing, and cataly-
sis.4−7 Macrocycles engage their binding partners in different
manners depending on their relative size, conformation, and
chemical characteristics. Precise synthetic control over these
properties is therefore critical to appropriately match a scaffold
to its intended application.
Macrocyclic structures with a defined cavity are known as

cavitands or container molecules. This group includes the well-
studied cyclodextrins, calixarenes, and cucurbiturils.8−10

Despite the extensive use of these scaffolds for molecular
recognition applications, the preparation of cavitands with
multiple different functional groups at precise positions on a
single ringheterofunctionalizationremains a challenge.
The origin of this challenge lies in the first synthetic step.
Cavitands are typically prepared by one-pot cyclooligomeriza-
tion reactions.11 These reactions often yield heterogeneous
mixtures of macrocycles and acyclic oligomers of varying
length and historically have depended on fractional crystal-
lization for separation. The purified macrocycles possess
numerous sites for functionalization; a calix[4]arene has four
phenolic oxygen atoms that can be alkylated, and a
resorcin[4]arene has eight. However, each position is chemi-
cally equivalent. It is therefore relatively straightforward to
append a single functional group at one position or at every
position (Figure 1A), but any effort to heterofunctionalize is
limited to statistical distributions.12 Upon the addition of each
functional group, the purification of regioisomers is increas-
ingly difficult, and the yield rapidly diminishes. Not
surprisingly, of the ∼7500 resorcin[4]arene cavitands currently
indexed in the Chemical Abstracts Service database, none

contains more than three different functional groups at the
eight phenolic oxygen atoms. The expansive chemical space
occupied by sequence-defined cavitands is therefore largely
unexplored, and the potential applications of these structures
remain unrealized.
Our approach to cavitand heterofunctionalization was to

employ late-stage cyclization of a sequence-defined foldamer.
Therefore, we developed a modular scaffold that can be
assembled by sequential coupling of functionalized monomers,
followed by head-to-tail macrocyclization to form the cavitand
(Figure 1B). We previously reported a peptidomimetic
foldamer based on 2,4-dialkoxy-meta-aminomethylbenzoic
acid (MAMBA) monomers.13 These δ-peptides can display
up to two functional groups per monomer by alkylation of
phenolic oxygen atoms, thereby replicating the functional
group density and backbone bond number of a dipeptide.
MAMBA oligomers are extended by amino acid coupling, and
the resulting amide hydrogen atom rigidifies the structure
through bifurcated hydrogen bonds to the adjacent oxygen
atoms. The bifurcated H bond conformationally couples
adjacent monomers, which permits cooperative hydrogen
bonding14,15 and has been employed in oligoamide foldamers
to generate planar and flexible macrocycles.16−18 The benzylic
methylene in the MAMBA scaffold disrupts backbone
conjugation, thereby generating the lateral flexibility necessary
for a tube-like conformation.19 This conformation directs
functional groups toward one surface of the macrocycle rather
than the radial display20 or shallow cavities21 observed in other
heterofunctionalized scaffolds. Furthermore, the higher reac-
tivity of the benzylamine toward amide coupling facilitates
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efficient chain elongation relative to the arylamine-based
macrocyclic foldamers.22

Solid-phase methods for the synthesis of sequence-defined
oligomers have been used for peptides, oligonucleotides,
peptoids, and other foldamers. This strategy offers numerous
advantages over solution-phase techniques, including rapid
preparation, facile purification, and higher yield.23 To enable
solid-phase MAMBA oligomer synthesis, functionalized
monomer stocks were prepared as the free carboxylic acid
analogue with Fmoc-protected main-chain amines and with
acid-labile (Boc, tert-butyl, trityl) side-chain protecting groups.
The synthesis of functionalized monomers was carried out in
solution phase using standard transformations. Ten monomers
bearing distinct side chains were prepared from β-resorcylic
acid (Scheme 1). Side-chain functional groups include linear,
branched, and cyclic alkanes as well as aromatic, carboxylic,
amine, hydroxyl, and amide units. Compound 1 was prepared
in four steps on a multigram scale (20−50 g) without requiring
chromatographic purification. The synthetic pathway then
diverged en route to compounds 4a−h upon the installation of
side-chain groups via Williamson or Mitsunobu methods. A
key step was to utilize reductive carbamoylation24 to convert
the benzaldehyde to the Fmoc-protected benzylamine in a
single step. Monomers 4i and 4j were prepared by alternative
routes. (See the Supporting Information (SI).)

We have elected to use amino-acid-style nomenclature to
describe monomers, oligomers, and their respective protecting
groups. Therefore, compound 4a is written as Fmoc-Mmb1-
OH, and the side-chain-protected structure 4g is written as
Fmoc-Mmb7(OtBu)-OH. To condense oligomer sequence
descriptions, we only designate the first monomer with the
Mmb prefix. Therefore, a tetramer sequence derived from
monomers 4d, 4g, 4e, and 4h coupled in sequence from N- to
C-terminus and fully deprotected would be written as H-
Mmb4-7-5-8-OH, and its head-to-tail macrocycle would be
written as cyclo(Mmb4-7-5-8). It should be noted that acyclic
H-Mmb4-7-5-8-OH and H-Mmb7-5-8-4-OH are regioisomers
whose cyclic products are chemically equivalent; therefore,
cyclo(Mmb4-7-5-8) = cyclo(Mmb7-5-8-4) due to rotational
symmetry. (See the macrocycle structure shown in Figure 2.)
However, because of the N → C directionality, the reversal of
the sequence generates nonequivalent regioisomers; therefore,
cyclo(Mmb4-7-5-8) ≠ cyclo(Mmb8-5-7-4). These features
facilitate the investigation of the functional group position on
molecular recognition properties, a prospect precluded by
synthetic challenges in previous cavitand scaffolds.
MAMBA oligomers were prepared by loading the C-

terminal monomer onto resin, followed by iterative steps of
backbone amine deprotection with piperidine and sequence
elongation by amide coupling (Figure 1B). The solid-phase
approach permitted the use of excess reactants, which ensured
near-quantitatve coupling yields, and the unreacted material
could be easily removed by filtration. By using 2-chlorotrityl
chloride resin, the oligomer was cleaved from the resin under
mildly acidic conditions that left side-chain protecting groups
intact. Macrocyclization was achieved by a head-to-tail
coupling of the amino and carboxy termini of the side-chain-
protected oligomer in solution. The use of tripyrrolidinophos-
phonium coupling reagents prevented the guanidinylation of
amines that is often observed with the so-called uronium
coupling reagents.25 The final cavitand product was obtained
after side-chain global deprotection with trifluoroacetic acid.
A series of sequence-defined macrocyclic MAMBA tetramers

and pentamers were prepared to illustrate the versatility of this
scaffold and the synthetic approach. The methyl homofunc-
tionalized parent macrocycles cyclo(Mmb1)4 and cyclo-

Figure 1. Synthetic approach to sequence-defined cavitands is shown.
(A) Previous methods cyclize first and functionalize thereafter; this
approach typically cannot accommodate more than two different
functional groups. (B) In this work, we prepare linear oligomers by
solid-phase synthesis and cyclize them in solution to generate
heterofunctionalized cavitands. Chemical structures and idealized
conformations for a cyclic tetramer and pentamer are shown with
exocyclic hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Functionalized MAMBA Monomers

aHydrophilic side chains are protected with the following acid-labile
groups: 4g, O-t-butyl; 4h, N-trityl; 4i, N-Boc; 4j, O-t-butyl. See the
Supporting Information for the synthesis of 4i and 4j.
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(Mmb1)5 represent the simplest structures in this series. Linear
tetramers and pentamers were synthesized in the solid phase in
∼90% crude yield and were cyclized without further
purification (Figure 2). Cyclization was carried out using a
cosolvent system comprising 10% dimethylformamide in
dichloromethane, which was capable of dissolving linear
oligomers without disrupting intramolecular hydrogen bonds.
The macrocyclic products were obtained in ∼70% isolated
yield after purification by chromatography or precipitation.
The lower cyclization yield observed for cyclo(Mmb8-7-10-9-
6) may be attributed to substituent effects or to side products
generated during the global deprotection step. This protocol
allows the preparation of heterofunctionalized cavitands with
precise control of the functional group sequence and
macrocycle size; under these conditions, we did not observe
truncated products, cyclodimers, or polymers.
Macrocyclic MAMBA tetramers and pentamers are dynamic

cavitands. A tube conformation is supported by bifurcated
hydrogen bonds between the amide and adjacent alkoxy
groups. Previous studies have shown that these hydrogen
bonds persist in competitive solvents and that the benzamide
hydrogen bond is stronger than the benzylamide hydrogen
bond.13 Greater flexibility at the benzylamide position permits
alternative conformations in which arenes may rotate out from
the fully hydrogen-bonded tube shape and allows the facile
interconversion between these states in solution.
MAMBA macrocycles possess inherent chirality. The

monomers described herein are achiral; however, the lateral
flexibility and N → C directionality of linear oligomers permits
curved conformations that are chiral but rapidly exchange in
solution (Figure 3A). The backbone directionality is apparent
in the 1H NMR spectrum of a linear tetramer (Figure 3B).

Nonequivalent N-terminal and C-terminal protons at various
ring positions in the linear oligomers become equivalent upon
cyclization due to rotational symmetry. The inherent chirality
of the macrocycles is most apparent when visualized in the
tube conformation. The enantiomeric tube conformations can
interconvert by a ring-flip mechanism whereby the amide
oxygen and lower rim hydrogen of each monomer pass
through the annulus. The crystal structure of cyclo(Mmb1)4 in
Figure 4A captures a conformation precisely halfway through a

ring flip. With an even number of monomers, this 1,2-alternate
conformation bears S2 symmetry and is therefore achiral.20 An
achiral conformation is not accessible to odd-membered cyclic
MAMBA foldamers unless the ring can adopt a sterically
unfavored planar conformation. Accordingly, the cyclic
pentamer cyclo(Mmb1)5 crystallizes as pairs of enantiomers,
with four of the five monomers forming a contiguous

Figure 2. Preparation of heterofunctionalized MAMBA cavitands.
aYield for the side-chain-protected oligomer after cleavage from resin
based on the resin loading capacity. bYield for the cyclization step for
the purified macrocycle after side-chain deprotection. cOverall yield
for the isolated product based on resin loading.

Figure 3. (A) MAMBA macrocycles are in dynamic equilibrium
between two inherently chiral enantiomers in a hydrogen-bonded
tube conformation that interconvert by through-the-annulus ring
flipping. (B) Partial 1H NMR spectrum of a linear tetramer (bottom,
blue) and cyclic tetramer (top, red) illustrates the symmetry obtained
upon macrocyclization.

Figure 4. Single-crystal X-ray structures of MAMBA cavitands. (A)
Cyclic tetramer cyclo(Mmb1)4 crystallizes in an achiral 1,2-alternate
conformation with S2 symmetry. (B) Cyclic pentamer crystallizes in a
chiral conformation with four contiguous monomers hydrogen
bonded and with one rotated and stacking with the adjacent
enantiomer. Solvent molecules and exocyclic hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity.
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hydrogen-bonded surface. The fifth monomer rotates outward
and stacks with the splayed monomer of an adjacent
enantiomer (Figure 4B). As with the cyclic tetramer, NMR
experiments indicate that pentamer enantiomers rapidly
interconvert in solution. Whereas this interconversion is
dynamic under NMR experimental conditions, 2D nuclear
Overhauser spectroscopy (NOESY) crosspeaks between 2-
methoxy groups and the 4-alkoxy functional groups of the
adjacent monomer (see the SI) confirm the presence of the
hydrogen-bonded conformation.26 Synthetic methods for
inducing chirality and modulating the enantioconversion
energy barrier are currently under investigation.
In summary, we have designed a series of synthetically

accessible heterofunctionalized cavitands by the macrocycliza-
tion of a sequence-defined foldamer. This approach can be
applied to other scaffolds to generate new cavitands with
unique folded structures and controllable functional group
display motifs. Our solid-phase methodology is amenable to
combinatorial approaches that facilitate the generation of large
libraries of heterofunctionalized cavitands. By expanding the
chemical diversity of synthetic cavitands, this work facilitates
further investigation into the molecular recognition, catalysis,
self-assembly, and material properties of synthetic structures
with tunable surfaces and cavities.
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